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1. To fulfill the purpose of the Gender Equity Education Act, Wenzao Ursuline University of 

Languages (hereinafter referred to as “the University”) has enacted the Guidelines for 

Protection of the Right to Education and Support for Pregnant Students (hereinafter 

referred to as “the Guidelines”) according to the Guidelines for Protection of the Right to 

Education and Support for Pregnant Students issued by the Ministry of Education. 

 

�Ź�ÒŸŧ°ĈÕ7|��(ŷă¯ź3ű{Ĵă¯�7|ĒĂŹ�ĒĂ�ÿņŹ
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2. The Guidelines are applicable to all students of the University. All students refer to those 

who are or were pregnant (had an abortion, a miscarriage or adopted a child) and those 

who are raising children. 

 

�Ź���Ė�ÍÜųŏŻă¯ĒĂ?�ģĿŞ<ţĉó6ÒŸż<Żă¯ĒĂ?�
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3. The University handles pregnancy cases according to the Guidelines for Protection of the 

Right to Education and Support for Pregnant Students and the Procedure for Protection of 

the Right to Education and Support for Pregnant Students issued by the Ministry of 

Education: 
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(1) A response team shall be formed immediately for a case of adolescent pregnancy. 

The President serves as the convener and the Director of the Counseling Center as 

the executive secretary. Ex-officio members of the team include heads of the 

administrative or academic units closely related to the pregnant student’s academic 

performance and learning environment. A spokesperson shall be assigned and the 

crisis management procedure shall be initiated if necessary. 

 

(�)yjă¯zhāă¯JĒĂÌ�ó6ã£Ë���r¢ª3űŌ[ť®ź 

(2) Article 3-1 shall be followed if adult or married students who are pregnant ask for help. 
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4. The response team shall have a single point of contact if necessary. 

The response team shall discuss and handle affairs related to student counseling, 

mandatory reporting, budget arrangement, integration of social resources, information 

collection, and report specified in the Guidelines. 
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5. The response team is divided into a counseling unit and an administration unit for the 

University to handle pregnancy cases. The tasks of the two units are described below: 
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(1) Counseling Unit: 

1. Form a counseling team consisting of the Director of the Counseling Center, counseling 

professionals, homeroom teachers, campus nurses and necessary external consultants. 

2. Develop a comprehensive counseling plan based on a student’s pregnancy and needs, 

and hold regular meetings to timely revise the plan. 

3. Create counseling records for individual cases, and store and manage records properly 

according to the professional code of ethics. 
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3. �C�êPš¨��ţĉ�õź 

4. Łð�õđ��<ŌîĒĂzÍ�VSă¯ĩáĲăŃīN��<{ã

³µŭŔ�ź 

(2) Administration Unit: 

1. Coordinate academic and student affairs: Academic affairs staff shall handle relevant 

student status, courses, and exam or evaluation matters in a flexible manner. Student 

affairs staff shall also handle relevant attendance matters in a flexible manner and 

provide necessary protection and other support. 

2. Integrate relevant resources to provide adaptive education if necessary. 

3. Integrate internal and external resources to support consultants. 

4. General affairs staff shall provide and develop an accessible learning environment and 

necessary facilities for students who are pregnant or raising children. 

 

*Ź��đĄ�vëiÃ�Íěv�Íř¿z¦ï�LŶă¯oÁ$m�`lŇāĀŎ
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6. The University shall provide gender equality education and sex education or relevant activities to 

develop concepts of healthy family and marriage, as well as learn to avoid extramarital affairs. It 

shall also teach faculty, students and parents of the University to embrace students who are 

pregnant or raising children in a caring manner, in order to actively protect their right to an 

education. 
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7. The University shall take an open-minded approach to prevent and handle pregnancy cases in 

order to actively protect students’ basic human rights and their right to an education. It shall also 

strictly follow the professional code of ethics, respect privacy and take necessary actions for 

maintaining secrecy during the process of handling. It is not allowed to take improper 

disciplinary actions against students who are pregnant or raising children, or expressly or 

implicitly ask them to apply for suspension, transfer or withdrawal or take long-term leave. 

 

Ú?�� ōz	Įŉ.�ă¯�r���µŭŌ[�-²ŕ�åęĈ²ŕĤ[	Ħ
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A student who faces discrimination or improper disciplinary actions may make an appeal 

according to relevant regulations of the University, and appeal against the decision with which 

he/she is unsatisfied to request a remedy according to the Gender Equity Education Act or 

other relevant regulations. 

 

)Ź��đ�ï�ĖŻ�ňPŘRăăìżzµŭŌ[�čvŉ®ĒĂzÍ�VSă¯�ă
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8. The University shall proactively handle matters related to student status, exams, evaluation 

approach, leaves and remedial education in a flexible manner for students who are pregnant or 
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raising children, in order to support them to complete their studies according to Wenzao 

Ursuline University of Languages Academic Policies or relevant regulations. 
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9. Educational, social, household registration, labor, health, medical, police resources shall be 

integrated to handle pregnancy cases, providing support pertaining to guidance, referral, 

accommodation, health, employment, family, finance, safety and law and offer adaptive 

education for students who are pregnant or raising children. 
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10. The University shall gradually improve campus facilities to provide a safe and friendly learning 

environment for students who are pregnant or raising children. Improvement includes tables 

and chairs specifically designed for pregnant students, planning and building nursery rooms, 

regular maintenance and inspection of alarms in ladies’ rooms, lighting installed inside or 

outside of buildings and in hallways, and supporting pregnant students to apply for internal 

parking permits. 
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11. The University shall ensure promotion and training of pregnancy prevention, handling 

pregnancy cases and knowledge enhancement in relevant educational activities or workshops. 
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12. If the Protection of Children and Youths Welfare and Rights Act, the Child and Youth Sexual 

Exploitation Prevention Act, the Sexual Assault Crime Prevention Act, the Domestic Violence 

Prevention Act, or other relevant regulations are applicable to a pregnancy case and a case 

report is required, the University shall report the case according to corresponding regulations. 

 

8�Ź ��đę¡ăj�Ćă¯ĒĂĪĥ�ŉ®�ĥÙþ�ÍÜź 

13. The University shall submit summary reports of pregnancy cases to the Ministry of Education 

by the end of every academic year. 

 

8IŹ �ÒŸľÑ�ĝŝąŝÙŦ�Ůś�ū�[ďĄ�� �Ě�Dź 

14. The Guidelines become effective after being approved at the Administration Meeting and 

ratified by the President. Amendments must follow the same procedure. 



Procedure for Protection of the Right to Education and Support for 
Pregnant Students of Wenzao Ursuline University of Languages 

 

The responsible 
consulting unit 

(discusses with the 
student and provides 
necessary support) 

The responsible consulting unit 

Create a response team, 
on which the president 
serves as the convener 

Assign a suitable case manager for 
discussion and consultation 
1. Show empathy to the pregnant student 
2. Identify and analyze problems, 
understand needs and provide support 
3. Inform the pregnant student of the 
University’s duty to report pregnancy 
cases under 18 
4. Develop a consulting plan together 

Create a work 

distribution chart 

Hold regular case 

meetings and create/revise 

the consulting plan 

Report 
according to 
correspondin
g regulations 

Appeal against 
improper 
disciplinary 

Labor Termination of 
pregnancy 

A student is pregnant 

1. Provide consulting service to 
the student 
2. Provide consulting service and 
support to the student’s parents 
3. Provide necessary support to 
the student’s partner 
4. Provide relevant health and 
medical resources 
5. Provide necessary adaptive 
education to the student 
6. Coordinate matters related to 
student status, courses and exams 
7. Provide social welfare 
resources 
8. Provide necessary consulting 
service to the class 
9. Support to provide facilities and 
other resources 

1. Provide consulting 
service to the student 
2. Provide consulting 
service and support to the 
student’s parents 
3. Provide necessary 
support to the student’s 
partner 
4. Provide relevant health 
and medical resources 
5. Provide necessary 
adaptive education to the 
student 

The University develops 

plans or handles the case 

according to regulations 

Regularly 

integrate 

governm

ental and 

social 

resources 

Provide 

gender 

equality 

educati

on to 

students 

and 

faculty 

Track and consult 

Close the case 

Refer the student 
to social welfare 

or relevant 
governmental 
organizations 

Report to the competent 
educational authority every year 

Assess the case for university 
evaluation 

The University knows the 

case after labor or 

termination of pregnancy 

Provide 
consulting 
service to the 
student 

If necessary 


